
Using real-time data on train consist and loading to 
influence passenger positioning and boarding 
behaviour at the PTI

Safety & Customer
By knowing the facilities available in carriages ahead of time, 
passengers would be better able to position themselves on the 
platform. This could help to increase capacity, reduce crowding 
issues, rushing and prompt safer boarding and alighting, as well 
as improve the platform experience for customers. 
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This project considered whether 
information from publicly 

available data feeds and train 
operator data about the consist 
and loading of an approaching 

train could be fed to passengers 
and platform staff (before arrival 

at the platform) to influence 
positioning and boarding of 

passengers.

Passenger interviews identified the key 
stages at which information is required as 
being: From arrival on the platform to the 

point at which the train has come to a 
stop and the passenger is about to board.

The interviews  found passengers require 
5 categories of key information: Train 

consist, seat information, carriage type, 
facil ities, and occupancy. A prototype 

app is being developed 
using these findings. 

Background Findings Next steps

Evaluation of the information options 
in a real-world station setting with a 
range of priority users, stations and 
trains (i.e. where there are currently 

PTI issues) and tie in to other solutions 
currently being used by operators.

Increased reliability and accuracy of 
WiFi scanning and consist calculation 

would be necessary for 
commercialisation of this low cost 

alternative to RFID scanning of
rolling stock.



This project was led by University of Surrey as part of an RSSB funded programme 
of work on “Faster, Safer, Better: Boarding and Alighting Trains”.

The technical report and Research in Brief are available at www.sparkrail.org

#rrukaPTI

Background

In support of the rail industry vision set out in the cross-industry Platform Train Interface (PTI) Strategy, 
RSSB invited  the academic community to develop novel ideas and innovative solutions in relation to 3   

areas of activity identified in the strategy: Passenger movements through the station and across the PTI, 
optimising the step and gap, and performance and capacity.

This call for research specifically sought ideas which could help the rail industry reduce dwell time, cater 
for increasing capacity and reduce safety risk at the PTI.

Proposals were invited to address one of two main challenge areas:

Influencing and improving passenger 
behaviour at the PTI

How can we influence passenger 
behaviour at or around the PTI to 

encourage speedier and safer boarding 
and alighting of trains (with minimal or 

no changes to current infrastructure and 
rolling stock)?

Future PTI design for faster and 
safer boarding and alighting

How would changes to the design  of 
the physical elements that shape the 

PTI enable speedier and safer 
boarding and alighting in the context 
of increased demand over the next 

30 years?

http://www.sparkrail.org/

